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Archives Museums And Collecting Practices
This year's Discovering Collections, Discovering Communities Conference explored how cultural heritage organisations can foster innovation ...
Building partnership and collaboration with community archives and collections
The Hesburgh Libraries and the Snite Museum of Art at the University of Notre Dame have launched Marble — an online teaching and research
platform designed to make distinctive cultural heritage ...
Notre Dame launches platform for online access to Hesburgh Library, Snite Museum of Art holdings
Tim Kalinowski Lethbridge Herald tkalinowski@lethbridgeherald.com The Galt Museum and Archives will be deaccessioning some of its military
collection ...
Galt Museum deaccessioning part of military collection
It was a tortuous journey from 1935 to 1984, when what became the NFSA was unhooked from the National Library (although it had to wait another
twenty-four years to gain statutory status). On the way ...
Time for another visionary moment at the NFSA
Schwanda Rountree, a Washington, D.C.–based lawyer and art consultant, takes a thoughtful approach to collecting works by emerging and midcareer Black artists.
Inside My Collection: Schwanda Rountree
Wallet was always supposed to be a serial publication of 10 issues that explored 10 fields of expertise in the fashion industry at large, according to
editor in chief, curator and publisher Elise by ...
Wallet Debuts ‘Heirs of History’ Issue and Wraps Up 10-edition Run
National Leadership Grants for Libraries and the Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program awards that will support libraries across the country.
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IMLS Announces $22.7 Million Investment in U.S. Library Initiatives
Museums across Manchester are discussing how best to preserve and share the thousands of messages left on the mural of footballer Marcus
Rashford, ahead of their removal on Friday. The mural, which is ...
Manchester museums to preserve messages left on Rashford mural
How artists are exploring our essential relationship with food to defy prejudice, mark history and nurture connections ...
How artists have interpreted the presence and absence of food across the ages
Chelmsford City Council has said a row over a museum accreditation bid and the future development of the Sandford Mill ...
Chelmsford museum row not connected to development plan says city council
Researchers in Los Angeles realized that a linen wrapping housed in the Getty's collections fit perfectly with a piece held in New Zealand ...
Fragments of Ancient Egyptian ‘Book of the Dead’ Reunited After Centuries
Adjunct history professor Larry Larrichio said he stumbled upon the 1885 photos while researching a military outpost and immediately recognized
their significance. The images represented the ...
Uncovering boarding school history makes for monumental task
By dismantling old beadwork, EJ Not Afraid taught himself how to bead. He unraveled and stitched back together beadwork on a pair of his greatgrandmother’s leggings.
Modern twist: EJ Not Afraid unravels 'dead' beading techniques of the Crow tribe
The exhibition of other human beings as attractions is recognized as a historical episode that reflects the depth of racism during the colonial empires
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Gazing at the other
Digital tools can help reconnect cultural items like this Anishinaabe birch bark container with their original environments, U of T researchers say
(photo courtesy of the Great Lakes Research Alliance ...
Mobile tech kits to aid First Nations seeking to recover art, culture and knowledge
Arp, from a children’s book full of inspiring projects to a publication exploring the dynamics of artist couples—selected by the Tate curator Natalia
Sidlina ...
An expert’s guide to Sophie Taeuber-Arp: five must-read books on the Swiss artist
A row has erupted between an opposition councillor and Chelmsford Council over the future of Sandford Mill in the city.
Row erupts over future of Sandford Mill in Chelmsford
After its archeology collection moved recently to the nearby Two Museums in downtown Jackson, the Department of Archives and History made a
grim and disturbing discovery. Boxes filled with ...
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More than bones and science: Stolen Chickasaw remains finally returning home to rest
Notes left on defaced Manchester mural will be removed to protect from rain, amid plans for digital exhibition ...
‘A lasting legacy of tolerance’: Marcus Rashford messages to be preserved
The Puerto Rican Arts Initiative, started by former Northwestern Prof. Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, will become a joint initiative between NU and the
University of Texas at Austin this year. The ...
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